A 'quantum' of truth in a field of lies: the investigation of emotional truth in a child analysis.
Following Bion's ideas of analytical research the author intends to consider the need to pursue emotional truth between patient and psychotherapist in order to produce a psychological development. It is shown through the analysis of a child how emotional falsification can distort first of all the definition of the child identity. Successively the attention is focused on how lies, as an unconscious element that twist the research of the truth, obstruct the development of thoughts able to transform emotions.Using a quantisation physical model of space, the author hypothesises that the transformation of β elements in α elements is always in an unstable equilibrium. The distortion of emotional truth co-produced by lies affects the oscillation β↔α at a primitive level of transformation, changing the "physical" state of the analytical field from conductor to insulator. The most important consequence of the particular point of view suggested by the quantistic model is that in the third analytical space the same definition of α elements or β elements depends on the analyst's point of view. This change of perspective can vitalise the analytical thinking of patient and analyst during an impasse.